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Anecdotal　Acculturation：Japanese　in　the　Australian
　　Duty　Free，　Chinese　in　the　New　Zealand　Eikaii　a
S．］L．Sullivan
　　Schuma皿響s　Acculturatioll　model　is　classed　by　some　as　sociolinguistic，
（Mangubhai，2005）and　others　as　sociocultura1（Ellis，1997；Mitchell＆
Myles，1998；Pavhleko，2000；Spolsky　l　996；Thome，2000）．　Ellis　specifies
sociocultural　models　as　those　collcentrating　on　the　enviromlents　when　and
where　communication　in　the　target　language（TL）is　commonplace，　and
where　the　social　conditions　of　these　enviromments　control　the　engagement　of
learners　with　the　TL，　which　in　tUrn　governs　the　degree　to　which　they　acquire
it（Ellis，1997，　p42）．　In　the　qase　of　the　Acculturation　Model，　the　individual
leamer　aspects　of　motivation　and　ego－permeability（aspects　which　will　be
explored　fUrther　in　this　essay）also　play　a　part（Schumam，1986，　p．384）．
Sch㎜a㎜’s　model　was　desi即ed　with㎞i創ants　to血e　TL　cou嘲who
were　not　undergoing　formal　stUdy　in　mind（p．385）．　Though　reportedly　not
happy　with　its　application　to　stUdentS　undertaking　formal　stUdies（as　cited　in．
spolsky，1989，　P．145），　he　stated　in　his　l　986　paper　that　due　to　research　done
in　the　model，s　name　it　seems　the　model　has　a　wider　scope　than　was　first
intended　fbr　it，　including　the　study　of°lstudents．．．［and］instructed　learners四
（p．390）．This　application　has　in　turn　led　to　the　possibility　of　new
understandings　of　second　language　acquisition（SLA）through　the”process
of　exploration”，　a　standpoint　Schumann　has　generally　endorsed（1993）．　In
any　case，　whether　looking　at　the　groups　fbr　whom　the　model　was　originally
designed，　or　at　groups　of　people　fbmlally　trying　to　acquire　a　L2（who　may
not　be　migrants　or　wanting　to　become　migrants），　Schumam　does　state　that
care血1　analysis　of　the　results　can　provide　us　with　usefU1　information　about
the　process　of　acquiring　a　L2（Schumann，1986，　P．393）．
　　Focussing　on　the　social　and　affective　variables　of　Schumann，s
AccultUration　model，　this　essay　will　look　at　examples　of　leamers’ongoing
acquisi廿on　of　the　TL（English）through：
a）the　workforce　without　formal　stUdy
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and・
b）f（）rmal　study　only
By　example，　it　will　try　to　illustrate　the　main　claims　of　the　Acculturation
mode1，　and　fi　rther，　by　comparing　the　different　groups　and　types　of　learning
（keeping　in　mind　the　model）it　will　discuss　those　aspects（if　ally）which　are
usefUl　fbr　second　lang皿age　teaching．
　　Group　a（paragraph　3）are　the　staff，　and　in　particular，　the　Japanese　staff，
in　three　duty－ffee　institutions（Caims　Duty　Free　Shoppers［DFS】，　Sydney
DFS，　and　Perth　intemational　a珈ort　Downtown　Duty　Free）in　which　this
writer　worked丘om　1994－2000．　Group　b　are　former　students　of　this　writer，
who　are　stUdying　or　have　stUdied　formally　in　TL　countries（in　this　case
Australia　and　New　Zealand），　particularly　Chinese　students　who　have
devoted　or　are　devoting　themselves　to　a　lengthy　study　period　up　to　and
㎞cludl血g　u血iversity　level　in　t血e　TL　country．
　　Schumam（1986）states　that　second　language　leaming　is　an　aspect　of
accultUration．　The　more　a　non－native　speaker（NNS）is　acculturated　to　the
TL　group　1血e　better　1血e　chances　sthe　has　to　acquire　the　lallguage，　though
acculturation　is　the　element　that　sets　in　motion　1anguage　acquisition　and　is
not　the　reason　fbr　language　acquisition　itself（as　cited血Spolsky，1989，　P・
144）．Alearner，s　reasons　fbr　acculturating　or　not　will　depend　upon　his　or
her　social　a血d　psychological”proximity　or　distance”with　the　TL　group，　and
this　proximity　and　distance　can　differ　greatly　for　each　L21eamer　or　group
depending　upon　certain　social　and　affective　variables（Schumann，1986，　p．
379）．
　　Within　the　Acculturation　model，　Schumann　names　two　types　of
acculturation．　The　first　involves　NNSs　who　are”socially　integrated　with　the
TL　group”，　which　provides　them　with　mally　oppo血nities　to　comect　with
TL　speakers　and　hence　the　TL，　which　in　tum　gives　them　more　chances　to
acquire　it（1986，　p．379）．　The　second　group　of　NNSs　are　those　who　are
attracted　to　the　TL　group　and　who　wish　to　embrace　certain　aspects　of　that
cultUre（p．380）．　Either　form　is　seen　as　sufficient　to　acquire　the　TL　sO　long
as　there　is　contact　with　the　TL　group　and　a　psychological　openness　in　the
leamer．　That　is，　the　leamer　does　not　have　to　have　the　same　values　and　way
of　lifb　as　t血e　TL　group　to　acquire　the　TL，　but　he　or　she　does　need，曹social　and
physical　contact脚with　it（p．380）．
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　　Nine，，lclasses　of　factors’，　are　influential　in　second　language　acquisition
（SLA）according　to　Sch㎜㎜．　Accul加radon，　consisting　of　tWo　factors－
social　and　affective－is　just　one　of　them（Sch㎜㎜，1986，　p．380，　Spolsky，
1989，p．142）．　The　other　factors　are：Personality，　Cognitive，　Biological，
Aptitude，　Personal，　Input　and　Instructiona1（Schuman11，1986，　p．380；see
also，1990，1994）．
　　The　social　factors　of　acculturation　are　further　divided　into：social
domゴηα〃ce　patterns，　integration　S〃’ategies，　enclosure，　cohesiveneSS・a〃d・size，
congraence，　attitude，　and　the　leamer，s　intended　length（）f　stのノin　the　TL
country（1986，　PP．381－382）．
　　Beginning　with　the　most　simple　to　illustrate－intended　length　of　stay－the
Japallese　and　other　NNS　wofkers　in　the　duty　fヒee　were，　fbr　the　most　part，
permanent　residents　of　Australia　and　therefbre　ideally　intended　to　stay　in
Australia　fbr　the　rest　of　their　lives．　Non－native　speaking　staff，　consisting　of
a　maj　ority　of　Japanese，　fbllowed　by　Korean　and　Chinese，　made　up　about　a
quarter　of　the　staff　of　the　Cairns　store，　and　made　up　the　majority　of
marketing，　reception　and　shop　wofkers　in　the　Sydney　stores．　The　other　two
most　dominant　groups　were　Korean　and　Chinese．　They　were　a　sizeable
minority　in　the　Perth　store，　also．111　the　case　of　the　Japanese　workers，　their
reasons　and　circumstances　fbr　being　in　Australia　varied．　Some：
　　　・were　with　same－nation　spouses
　　　・had　met　their　same－nation　spouses！partners　in　Australia　and　were　there
　　　　on　spousal　or　de　facto　visas
　　　・had　met　other　NNS　immigrants　who　were　not　native　Japanese　or
　　　　English　speakers　while　there，　and　had　married　them　or　had　a　de　facto
　　　　visa　with　them
　　　・were　married　to　or　had　a　de　facto　relationship　with　a　native　Ellglish
　　　　speaker　who　was　not　always　a　native　Australian
Others：
　　　・had　been　sponsored　on　business　visas
　　　・were　on　student　visas，　though　not　all　were　studying　English（Caims
　　　　only）
　　　・were　on　working　ho蓋iday　visas（Caims　and　Sydney）
　　The　last　three　types　of　workers　might　not　necessarily　be　in　Australia
permanently，　though　in　the　case　of　those　on　business　and　student　visas，　there
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was　a　desire　to　be　so．　Nonetheless，　bar　one，　studying　English　was　not　their
reason　for　being　in　Australia．　Schumann　argues　that　if　a　group　is　to　stay　in
an　area　f（）r　a　lengthy　period　of　time，　its　opportunities　to　make　contact　with
the　TL　group，　and　therefbre　TL，　increases　and，　ideally　in　conju血ction　with
other　factors，　the　L2　speaker　group　is　more　likely　to　acquire　the　L2（1986，
P．381）．
　　Alengthy　period　of　stay，　one　could　argue，　would　also　promote　low
enclosure，　another　of　Schumam曾s　factors，　which　is　the　degree　to　which　the
TL　group　and　the　leamer　group　do　or　do　not　share　the　same”churches，
schools，　clubs，　recreational　facilities，　crafしs［and】professions　and　trades四（P．
381）．Through　workillg　with　native　speakers，　the　Japanese　staff，　in　these
cases，　obviously　did　share　professions　and　trades　with　the　TL　group，　but　also
with　other　NNSs，　as　well　as　sharing　other　elements　of　low　ellclosure　as　listed
above．　This　was　more　apparent　in　Caims，　with　a　smaller　population，　and
Perth，　where　the　tourist　trade　was　not　as　dependent　upon　Japanese　custom，
than　in　Sydney　where　the　NNSs　group　sizes　were　larger，　though　not
necessarily　more　cohesive－factor　four　of　the　socia1　variables　in　Schumann，s
paper．　For　example，　Japanese　workers　in　Perth　who　had　children　sent　them
to　daycare　where　native　speaker　children　attended．　Japanese　staff　socialized
with　NS　and　other　staff　in　Caims　and　Perth　on　weekends，　at　lunch　and　at
other　times．　This　occurred　to　a　lesser　degree　in　Sydney．　If　enclosure
between　the　TL　group　and　the　NNS　group　is　low　and　the　NNS　group　is　not
large　nor　particularly　cohesive，　the　chances　fbr　fUll　language　acquisition
increases　in　reIation　to　the　increased　chances　fbr　contact　betWeen　the　two
groups．　The　opposite　may　occur　if　the　conditions　are　reversed（p．381）．
　　Within　this　low　enclosure，　in　the　case　of　the　Caims　and　Perth　staff，　and　to
alesser　degree　the　Sydney　staff，　there　is　the　implication　that　the　TL　group
．and　the　Japanese　group　regard　each　other　positively．　Theref（）re，　another　of
Schumamlls　factors　fbr　likely　acquisition　of　a　second　language－positive
attitude－was　met（p．382）．　The　Japanese，　as　a　group，　have　tended　to　be
economically　better　off　than　their　fellow　non－Japanese　Asian　immigrants
which　can　be　seen　as　contributing　towards　social　dominance　patterns
（discussed　later）．　Possibly　stemming　f『om　this，　a　sellse　of　congアuence
between　the　TL　group　and　the　Japanese　groups　was　evident；maybe　more　so
than　with　the　Chinese　and　Koreall　groups　whose　economies　were　weaker
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than　Australia，s　at　the　time，　and　whose　reasons　fbr　leaming　a　language　were
perhaps　more　instnmlentally　driven　due　to　this（discussed　under　affective
variables），　which　might　have　colltributed　to　feelings　of　their　cultures　being
subordinate　rather　than　equal　to　the　Australian　culture（discussed　in　the　next
paragraph）・This　lack　of　congruence　can　affect　the　levels　of　a　groupls
acculturation　and　therefbre　its　lang皿age　acquisition．
　　Alengthy　period　of　residence　would　mean　that　the　NNS　in　their
pursuance　of　TL　acquisition　would　probably　have　adopted　one　of　three
integration　strategies’a∬imilation，　preservatio〃or　adaptation．
Preservation　tends　to　be　a　rej　ection　of　the　T正culture，　and　theref（）re　creates
distance　between　the　two　groups　which　hinders　la血guage　acquisition．　It　is
highly　unlikely　that　anyone　wnh　this　viewpoint　would　have　been　working　in
the　duty　fヒee　shop，　since　a　certain　level　of　English，　though　by　no　means　an
exceedingly　high　one，　was　also　expected；so　saying，　many　of　the　sales　and
marketing　staff　whose　daily　interaction　was　mainly　Japanese　to　Japanese
acquired　English　only　to　a　certain　degree，　and　were　in　fact　expected　to
preserve　distinguishing　elements　of　their　culture，　namely　the　complicated
business　and　personal　relations　that　make　up　Japanese　business，　fbr　the　sake
ofthe　company．
If　a　person　assimilates　to　the　culture，　Schumann　says　that　they　give　up
their　own　culture　and　rep互ace　it　with　that　of　the　TL　group．　Adaptation，011
the　other　hand，　is　where　the　NNS　group”adapts　to　the　life　style　and　values
of　the　TL　group，　but　maintains　its　own　life　style　and　values　fbr　intragroup
use”ip．381）．　It　might　be　argued　that　those　workers　who　had　native　speaker
pa血ers　assimilated　and　those　that　were　married　to　same　nationality　partners
adapted，　but　that　really　is　conj　ectUre．　It　seems　that　adaptation　was　the
preferred　strategy　amongst　the　Japanese　1　worked　with，　no　matter　who　they
were　married　to．　This　may　have　been　c6ntinually　reinfbrced，　in　part，
because　they　were　employed　fbr　their　understanding　and　knowledge　of
Japanese　language　and　culture．　Schumann　states　that　the　learner　group　that
assimilates　probably　increases　its　chances　of　acquiring　the　language，　and
those　who　adapt　may　have　a　more　limited　contact　with　the　TL　group，　and　so
levels　of　acquisition　might　differ（p．381）．　Within　the　duty　f『ee　groups，
those　who　mixed　with　native　speakers　and　had　interests　outside　of　work　that
were　not　necessarily　connected　to　their　culture，　but　who　preserved　aspects　of
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theh・culture　f（）r　intragroup　use（adaptation），　such　as　taking　shoes　off　at　the
front　of　the　house，　eating　with　chopsticks，　bringillg　to　work　and　sharing
traditional　dishes，　seemed　to　have　a　stronger　acquisition　of　the　lallguage　than
those　who　had　limited　contact　with　native　speaker　groups　both　in　the
workplace　and　socially．　The　latter　is　a　strategy　that　seems　to　fal1　betWeen
preservation　and　adaptation．　Conversely，　an　Australia！1　receptionist　who　had
aJapanese　partner　habitually　used　the‘pidginized曾English　that　she　and　her
pa】血1er　conversed　in　when　speaking　to　native　a血d　non－native　speaker　staff
alike．
　　The　factor　that　seems　the　most　important　in　the（non）acquisition　of　a
second　language　where　there　is　the　possibility　fbr　continued　contact　between
the　TL　group　and　NNS　group　is”social　dominance　pattems”（p．380）．　If　one
group　dominates　the　other　in　terms　of　politics，　culture，　technology　and
economics　then　there　is　a　tendency　fbr　the　dominant　group　to　not　attempt　to
use　or　learn　the　language（p．381）．　Examples　of　this　can　be　seen　in　much
literature　about　Europeans，　or　English－speaking　Chillese　in　pre－war　China
（Ballard°s　Empire　of　the　Sun，1984；Mahls：Falling　Leaves，1999），　who　never
felt　the　need　to　leam　the　local　language（s）．　Likewise，　if　the　Japanese　felt
subordinate　to　the　TL　group，　in　this　case，　Australian　native　Ellglish　speakers，
they　too　might　resist　or　not　even　attempt　the　TL（p．381）．　Schumann，s
definition　of　people　who　feel　or　are　thus　dominated　could　probably　be
applied　to　those　unwillingly　under　the　governance　of　a　foreign　power，　such
as　the　economic　power　Europeans　had　in　pre－war　China，　or　the　Japanese
colonialists　in　Korea，　or　aboriginal　people　marginalized　in　their　owll
countries，　such　as　the　Ainu　in　Japan，　Native　Americans　in　the　USA，　and
Australian　Aborigines．
　　It　seems　that，　fbllowing　Schumam響s　definitions，　that　the　Japanese　staff
viewed　themselves，　and　were　viewed　as　being　a　more　or　less　equal　group　to
the　TL　group，　especially　in　the　workplaces，　and　particularly　in　Caims　and
Sydney　where　the　shops　were　reliant　upon　Japanese　custom．　In　fact，　so
important　was　this　custom　and　the　money　it　brought　in，　that　often　it　seemed
it　was　the　non－Japanese　spea1（ers，　native－English　speakers　and　others　alike，
who　were　acclllturating　to　Japanese　culture．　Japanese　was　often　the　lingtta
／7anea　in　the　store　amongst　all　groups，　particularly　in　Sydney．　Interestingly
enough，　the　weaker　economies　at　this　time　of　Korea　and　Taiwan　meant　there
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were　not　so　many　NNSs　of　these　tWo　langUages　to　accommodate　the　tour
groups・
　　According　to　Ellis，”［s】ocio－cultural　models　of　L2　acquisition．．．are
intended　to　account　for　learners’relative　success　or　failure　in’　learning　an　L2．
That　is，　they　seek　to　explain　the　speed　of　learning　and　the　ulthnate　level　of
proficiency　of　different　groups　of　leamers”（1997，　p．42）．　Regarding　the
Japa皿ese　workers　I　was　acquaillted　with，　there　were　those　who　had　only
been　in　Australia　a　few　months，　and　those　who　had　been　in　Australia　fbr
many　years．　Some　ofthose　who　spent　the　majority　of　their　time　with　fellow－
Japanese，　i．e．：some　of　the　sales　and　marketing　staff，　tended　to　have　poor
English　skills，　no　matter　how　long　they　had　spent　in　the　country．　They　could
be　said　to　be　poorly－acculturated，　and　their　language　proficiency　reflected
this．　Others，　who　wer6　employed　on　working　hoIiday　visas，　and　who　had
more　working　exposure　to　TL　speakers，　improved　rapidly　over　the　three
months　they　were　employed，　and　their　co㎜皿icative　English　outsゆped
that　of　the　afbrementioned　sales　staf£If　they　were　to　stay　in　the　country，
and　taking　into　account　affective　variables　not　yet　discussed，　their　language
proficiency　might　have　continued　to　improve　in　conjunction　with　this
contact　with　TL　speakers．　Most　staff　were　proficient　in　the　TL，　especially　hl
the　fields　of　verbal　communication　and　listening．
　　In　colltrast，　many　of　the　students　I　taught　in　Australia，　and　especially　in
New　Zealand（NZ），　had　very　little　exposure　to　the　TL　outside　the　classroom
other　than　their　homestay，　or　when　buying　fbod　and　catching　buses．　I　was
teaching　in　Christchurch　at　a　private　language　school　called　Linguis
Intemational　in　2003，　a　time　when　Chinese　students　made　up　fi負y　percent　of
all　fbreign　language　leamers　in　NZ，　and　a　time　when　education　was　NZ7s
負）urth　most　important　export（Li，2004，¶1）．　Despite　many　of　the　students
intending　to　stay　in　the　TL　co皿try　fbr　the　duration　of　their　degree，　which
could　be　anything　up　to　six　years，㎞cludhlg　thetr　initial　years　of　preparation
study，　they　had　high　levels　of　enclosure，　cohesiveness　and　their　own　nation
groups　were　large．　There　was　not　necessarily　a　positive　attitude　or　a　sense
of　congruence　between　lhe　TL　culture　and　the　NNS　culture．　Economically，
NZ　greatly　appreciated、　the　money　that　fbreign　students　brought　i11，　but
socially　there　was　a　lot　of　tension　as　reflected　in　studelltsl　own　stories　of
racism　and　newspaper　articles　of　the　time　1．
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　　Due　to　a　lallguage　school　being　a　language　schoo1，　it　will　obviously　attract
people　wanting　to　leam　the　TL，　and　not　speakers　of　the　TL，　apart　from　the
teachers．　Due　to　the　level　of　English，　study　commitments，　and　visa
requirements　many　students　could　not　get　work　locally，　as　the　Korean　and
Japanese　students　did．　Due　to　lack　of　money　and／or　the　need　fbr　company，
the　Chinese　tended　to　shift　out　of　their　homestays，　most　of　which　were
native　New　Zealander，　fairly　quickly　and　shift　in　with　one　another．　All　of
these　factors　lessen　exposure　to　the　TL　and　therefbre，　according　to　the
model，　lessen　the　leamers，　chances　of　acquiring　the　language　and　increasing
their　proficiency　in　it．
　　Many　events　were　planned　fbr　the　fbreign　student　community　in
Christchurch　and　many　services　were　made　available　in　both　Mandarin　and
English，　which　would　have　brought　the　Chinese　students　into　contact　with
aspects　of　the　TL　cul加re　and　encouraged　a　greater　level　of　the　integration
strategy　of　adaptation，　and　so，　in　theory，　greater　exposure　to　and　chance　of
acquiring　the　TL　more　fully　yet，　anecdotally，　students　at　the　school　at　which
Itaught　rarely　availed　themselves　of　these　services　or　events　despite
expressing　wishes　to　m眺e　NS飼ends　and　despite　co㎜enting血at　there
was　nothing　to　do　on　weekends．
　　”Acculturation　as　a　remote　cause　brings　the　leamer　into　contact　with
TL．．．speakers．　Verbal　interaction　with　those　speakers　as　a　proximate　cause
brings　about　the　llegotiation　of　appropriate　input　which，　then，　operates　as　the
immediate　cause　of　language　acquisition”（Sch㎜㎜1986，　p．385）．　As止e
students　had　very　limited　verbal　interaction，　their　language　fluency　and
listenillg　seemed　to　fbssilize　at　a　very　carefUlly　graded　point．　This　point
might　possibly　have　been　that　of　their　English　teacher曹s　very　carefUlly
graded　English．　However，　their　grammar　knowledge　and　test　taking　skills，
which　included　writillg　alld　reading　comprehension，　improved．
　　Within　this　writer璽s　experience，　even　once　the　students　had　finally
enrolled　in　their　fbundation　courses，　or　first　year　university　courses，　those
who　were　studying　business　and　who　revisited　the　language　school　said　that
the　courses　were　80％NS　Asian，　with　the　maj　ority　being　Chinese，豆eaving
one　to　wonder　if　the　stUdents　ever　really　had　any　proximity　with　TL　users　at
all　despite　being　in　the　TL　country　fbr　an　extended　period　of　time．　This
could　explain　the　low　group　levels　of　listening　capability，　restricted
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vocabulary　and　stilted　conversation．　If　one　looks　at　the　model，s　discussion
on　social　variables，　it　states　that　acquisition　depends　upon　learners，
oppo血mities　to　make　informal　contact　witli　the　TL　culture　and　’therefore，　the
target　language．
　　Schumann’s　social　varia［bles　are　intended　to　be　applied　to　a　L2　group　hl　a
TL　country　as　a　whole，　and　there　were　certain　Chinese　leamers　whose
listening　and　speaking　greatly　improved，　particularly　those　who　continued　to
stay　with　their　homestays，　and　those　who　had　a　positive　attitude　towards　the
TL　culture，　and　those　who，　while　remaining　cohesive　withill　their　leamer
group，　allowed　in　other　nationality　leamers．
　　In　contrast　to　the　social　variables，　the　affective　variables　are　apPlicable　to
individuals　acquhing，　or　not　acquiling，　a　language（Schumam，1986，　p．382）．
He　lists　them　as：language　shock　and　cultural　shock，　motivation　and¢go－
permeabilめノ．　Language　shock　is　where　leamers　fear　appea血g　inept　and
comical，　and　where　they　are　unsure　if　their　words　ever　really　say　what　they
want　them　to　say（p．382）．　Under　this　condition，　due　to　lack　of　language
skills　in　the　TL，1eamers　are　also　poten廿ally　deprived　of　t血e　satisfaction　of
attracting　positive　attention　they　would　normally　gain　through　their　native
languages（p．382）．　I　taught　at　a　sma豆l　school　which　had　an‘English　only’
policy　which　involved　the　students　signing　a　contract　to　this　end．　The
school　was　small　enough　to　actually　govem　this　policy　and，　even　though　not
．always　the　majority　of　stUdents　enrolled，　it　was　the　Chinese　who　most　ofしen
paid　the　fine　fbr　not　speaking　English．　Of　course，　this　situation　may　have
just　apPlied　to　the　eighteen　month　period　in　which　I　taught．　Withh1山at　time
though，　with　a　few　exceptions，　this　group　was　most　likely　to　not　sit　with
students　f『om　other　nationalities，　where　English　use　would　have　been
necessary　and　which　kept　the　cohesiveness　of　their　group　tight，　and　lessened
the　chances　fbr　language　acquisitio11．　So　saying，　they　were　often，　though　not
always，　much　younger　tham　the　other　stUdents　and　their　reasons　for　stUdying
tended　to　be　different（discussed　in　next　section）．　When　asked　why　they　did
not　speak　English　with　each　other，　even　though　this　collstruct　is　highly
artificial，　they　stated　that　they　felt　foolish　doing　so．　The　students　who　tried
theh・hardest　to　speak　English，　no　matter　what，　were　those　who　gained　the
language　the　fastest．　Ih　contrast，　the　NNS　of　the　duty　ffee　shops，（of　whom
many　were　immigrant　Chinese），　had　had　to　overcome　their　language　shock
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or　they　would　not　have　acquired　a　j　ob　with　those　institutions　and　the　same
applies　to　cultural　shock　which　will　be　discussed　below．
　　Cultural　shock　is　something　most　humans　feel　when　movillg　from　the
f㎞iliar　to　the　unfamiliar－it　is　a　loss　of　all　that　defines　us，　and　as　such，　can
lead，　amongst　others　things，　to　negative　attitudes　towards　the　sel£TL
language　and　culture　which，　in　the　case　of　the　latter　two　points，　the　NNSs
may　blame　fbr　their　state　of　discomfbrt　and　distress（p．383）．　Many　of　the
Chinese　students　were　in　NZ　because　their　parents　wanted　them　to　be　there．
They　missed　their　families　and　cultUre　and　were　often　apathetic　and　hostile
towards　acquiring　a　new　language　as　a　result．　This　had　the　potential　to
heighten　their　culture　shock　and　to　also　negatively　affect　their　attitude
towards　the　language．
　　Drawing　on　Gardner＆Lambert’s　research，　the　affective　variable
曾曹D加a伽”is　explained　in　terms　of　being　l，integrativell　or”instrumental’，．
An　integratively－motivated　learner　generally　has　a　real　desire　to
communicate　with，　and　curiosity　about，　the　TL　cul伽e，　perhaps　to血e　extent
of　becoming　like　its　speakers．　An　instrumentally－motivated　leamer　will　try
to　acquh・e　the　language　fbr　other　purposes，　such　as　educational，　instructional，
or　fbr　business（Spolsky，1989，　p．137；Schumam，1986，　p．383）．　She　or　he
does　not　necessarily　study　the　T正because　she　or　he　has　any　great　liking　f（）r
it．　As　a　teellager　who　has　failed　to　gain　a　place　in　school　or　university　in
highly　competitive　China，　many　of　the　students　actually　had　no　great　love　of
study．　Compared　to　their　fellow　stUdents，　many　of　whom　were　on　working
holiday　visas，　and　many　of　whom　were　independent　and　older，　and　often
studying　English　fbr　pleasure，　the　Chinese　students　tended　to　be　more
instrumentally　motivated．　In　this　writer／teacher，s　experience，　what　was　most
important　to　the　members　of　the　Chinese　group　was　the　passing　of　exams
and　the　acquiring　of　the　degree　so　that，　fbr　the　most　part，　they　could　retum
home　to　their　country　and　hopefUlly　get　a　good　job．　The　concept　of　passi119
exams　often　did　not　take　into　account　the　successful　end　result　of
pron皿ciation　exercises　or　communicative　exercises　which　meant　that　many
students　did　not　see　the　undertaking　of　these　exercises，　as　suiting　their
purposes．　This　brought　about　a　mismatch　of　student　expectations　and　NZ
teaching　styles（Li，2004），　and　often　meant　that，　especially　in　the　fields　of
listening　and　fluency，　particularly　pronunciation，　the　learners　did　not
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improve．　They　could　not　see　the　point　of　leaming　such　things，　particularly　at
the　language　school　level　where　they　were　not　really　exposed　to　the　TL　in　a
day－to－（iay　form，｛md　so　did　not　encounter　the　NS　input　needed，　according　to
the　acculturation　model，　to　increase　their　proficiency　in　English．　For
example，　a　NNS　who　finds　that　his　or　her　English　is　not　understood　may
respond　to　this　input　and　try　his　or　her　best　to　overcome　the　problem　so　he　or
she　is　understood．　Often　in　a　language　school　an　experienced　teacher　can
understand　what　a　NS　may　not，　and　so　the　stUdent　may　never　get　the　”verbal
interactionll　needed　to　acquire　a　more　comprehensible　pronunciation．　In
comparison，　those　working　in　the　duty丘ee　had　to　understand　the　English　of
customers　and　supervisors，　and　in　tum，　had　to　have　their　English　understood．
Therefbre，　their　English　in　these　respects　was　proficient．　Naturally　enough，
the　English　acquisition　of　the　duty　free　workers　was　also　instmmental　as　it
ensured　them　their　jobs，　but　it　was　combined　with　integrative　purposes，
especially　if　their．partners　were　native　speakers，　or　they　had　developed
contacts　with　TL　speakers，　or　they　were　students　of　other　disciplines．
The　final　affective　variable　listed　is　”ego－pe㎜eability，1．　This　is　a　term
coined　by　Guiora（1972，　cited　in　Schumam，1986，　p．384）whereby　one
must　be　u血ihibited　ellough　to　be　open　to　the　TL　input－one’s”language－
ego”cannot　become　too　rigid，　or　acculturation，　and　therefore　fUll　SLA，　will
not　occur．　For　example，　within　the　classroom　setting　one　might　see　a
mixtUre　of　a　failure　of　ego－permeability　and　too　strong　a　language　shock
when　Asian　stUdents　feel　too　uncomfortable　to　place　the　tongue　betWeen　the
teeth　fbr　the／th／sound　of　ba止，　or　an　English　speaker　feels　too
uncomfbrtable　to　make　the　deep　guttural／k／sound，　as　in　loS；！h；　in　Arabic，　and
so，　acquisition　of　this　sound　does　not　occur．　In　fact，　if　any　of　the　above
elements　are　too　strong　and　cannot　be　overcome（in　the　case　of　culture　shock
alld　language　shock），　or　too　weak　or　poorly　applied（in　the　case　of
motivation），　acculturation　will　be　diminished，　and　therefbre　the　chances　of
acquiring　the　L2　will　also　decrease（p．384）．
　　The　AccultUration　Model　can　only　really　be　applied　to　the　environment　or
input　of　a　classroom，　and　in　the　process　of　ascertaining　student　reasons　fbr
studying　and　trying　to　create　lessons　that　match　these　wishes．　In　a
classroom，　Learners　can．　get　exposure　to　the　TL，　possibly　without　the　effects
of　language　and　culture　shock　that　they　might　not　at　first　be　able　to
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overcome，　if　they　leam　their　language　entirely　without　any　fbmlal　study．　In
this　circumstance，　ego－permeability　is　potentially　”opened　up’聯．　A　s加dent
who　did　work　locally　and　was　exposed　to　NZ　culture　and　felt　that　he　gained
great”practical”㎞owledge　of”casual”English　also　felt　it　was　important
that　he　had　first　gained　a　certain　level　of　English　befbre　he　eased　his　way
into血e　workforce（Tahara，　R．，　pe聡onal　co㎜㎜ications，　January　15，2005
［see　apPendb【11）．　The　student　can　decide　the　level　and　amount　of　contact
he　or　she　wishes　to　have　with　the　TL　once　he　or　she　feels　more　comfortable
with　his　or　her　level　of　language．　The　school　itself　can　help　with　this　level
of　contact　through　practical　excursions　where　leamers　use　their　TL　with　TL
speakers．　Schools　which　offbr　flexibility　within　their　semesters　to　allow　fbr
explorative　holidays　of　the　target　lallguage　country，　or　which　themselves
血ke　their　students　on　such　trips，　can　also　stimulate　contact　with　and　hence
acquisition　of　t血e　TL．　Students　can　be　encouraged　to　participate　in　activities
outside　the　classroom　where　they　can　use　their　language，　and　bring　their
experiences　back　into　the　classroom．　In　fact，　in　this　writerls　experience，　it
makes　the　classroom血r　more　interesting．　Within　the　classroom，　as　an
adaptation　of　the　model，　activities　such　as　visits　by　local　people，　or　the　use
of　realia　can　bring　the　target　language　closer　to　the　students　and　hence
stimulate　its　acquisition．　Practical　exercises　which　arouse　interest　and
hlvoke　the　use　of　the　TL　are　also　usefUl，　such　as　cooking　lessons，　art　lessons，
gardening　lessons．
　　Even　if　the　immigrants　talked　about　in　Schumann’s　model　are　not
fbmlally　studying，　one　would　guess　that　not　all　the　idealized　speakers　of　the
model　are　absolute　beginners　when　one　looks　at　the　SLA　of　English．
Considering　the　global　use　of　English，　m鋤y　i㎜脚ts　s田ely　would　have
stUdied　the　language　in　some　shape　of　form　in　their　native　countries，　leaving
one　to　wonder　if　exposure　to　the　TL　is　actually　the　causative　effect　of
acquisition　of　the　T上，　or　if　it　opens　the　schema　of　prior　knowledge，　which
will　also　encourage　acquisition（Carrel＆Eisterhold，1987；Hadley，2001；
Widdowson；1984）．　Exposure　to　TL　provides　leamers　with　input，　and　o食en
what　they　do　or　do　not　do　with　this　input　depends　upon　the　variables
Schuma皿has　listed．
　　From　my　own　experience　of　learning　Japanese　both　fbrmally　and
informally，　it　seems血e　AccultUration　model　really　emphasises　the　need　for
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the　learner　to　be　active　in　the　TL　culture　if　he　or　she　wants　to　gain　a　practical
and　integrative　usage　of　the　TL．　If　this　is　what　the　stUdents　themselves　are
after，　as　stated　before，　encouraging　a　stimulating　and　safe　environment　in　the
classroom　is　maybe　the　best　way　to　nurtUre　a　psychological　closeness　to　the
TL　culture　and　language，　which　the　leamers　themselves　can　thell　take　into
the　social　field，　thereby　increasing　their　chances　to　acculturate　and　so　to
become　practically　more　proficient　in　their　chosen　second　languages．
Notes
　l　Chnese　stUdentS　made　up　fifilソpercent　of　foreign　1anguage　learners　in　2003　but　felt　that
　　　止ere　was　lack　of　caie　for　theni　as　rePorted　in　the　Asian　EFL　joumal，　and　that血ey、were
　　　seen　merely　as　a　meIms　of　eaming　money．　WideSpread　anti－NZ面cles　sw｛pt㎞ugh
　　　China　in　20030n　the　basis　of　reports　about　pastolal　cale（Li，2004）．　On　the　other　ha11｛ち
　　　many　New　Zealanders　felt　that　Asian　students，㎝d画c軸the　Clmese（s血㏄鋤
　　　蜘eup血e卿number　of　foreign　language　1earners，血ey　were　bOurtd　tO　have　higher
　　　爬presentation）were　fai㎞mg　tr）unde！stand　and　adapt　tO　crucial　parts　of　NZ　life，　such　as
　　　re　pponsible　driving．　These　atほtudes，　and出e　dispe皿hlg　of　the‘factSロbehind　th帆were
　　　sd皿be血g　Iqx）rted　in　2005（Booker）．
Appendix　1
Co】rrespOndmce　With　RyosUke　Tahara．
RyosUke　Tahara，s即lies　about短s　choice　to　wo止卿一ime　in　a　NS　enVironment血New
Zealand　after　having　coml）leted　some　fbrmal　study．
一Did　you　feel　that　your　spealCing　Skills　and　kStening　SICi皿s　imrproved　during　this　ine？正so，
how，　and　why　do　you　th血k止at止ey　did？
㎞のYes，1伽my伽e，　I　n醐轍h　oo㎜山of　my　su畑r．　Of　course，出ey
were　given　me　in　English　and　superVisors　Spoke　natura1　EngliSli（which　me鴫their鋼dng　is
very　fast）．　Actua皿y，1　did　not　understand　what　they　said　somet㎞es　but　tried　tr》umderstand
otherwise　1　woUld　be　fire（i　However，　it　made　my　listening　skills　improve．　Besides，1　wotked
舳alot　of　co皿｛脚es舳e　dme，　so，　Mk｛Xi　Wi舳en1　everyday．　lh｛油蚤e，　th㏄膿alot　of
oppo血mities　tO　imprrove　EngliSh．
一Do　you　think　it　is　a　goOd　idea　for　foreign　language　leamers　to　get　jobs　where　English　is
spoken？Was　it　good　f（）r　you，　and　if　so，　why？
Answer）Yes，1　do　because　ofabOve　ieasons．　There　are　a　lot　of　chances　tO　use　EngliSh，　wllich　is
vay　casual．
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一Do　you　feel　that　you　understood　New　Zealand　QUItUre　more　while　you　were　working？If　so，
why？
Answer）Yes，　I　do．　I　got㎜y㎞owledge　thouεh　woddng　Of　cou㎎e，　we　can　get　knowledge
about　New　Zealand　from　schoo1　actiVities　and　so　o1ゆ砿woddng伽9ht　me　ab）out　ot　ler血ings，
for　example，　New　Zealander’s　wo曲g　style，　w㎎e㎝d伽忙…1血we　don曾t　learTi　about
them　in　schco1．　Wh㎝Iwofked　lhele，　I　joined　Christmas　party　hote1　organiZed　and　it　was　ve【y
eXited　1　understood　what　is　10ca1　style　Christmas．　Besides，　sometimes　my　colleagues　inVited
me　to　the廿house　and　had　a　d㎞e諏）gether．1血ink　it’s　more　ftn　because　in　schoo1　case，　the爬
鶴so㎜y脚ese　but幽㎞e，1　was　only　Japanese，
一W㎞thelI廟ou　mo黛e舳yom　En創is恥畑s幅y　or　wor㎞9？Why？
Answer）1血ir｝k　bOth　of　them　play　different　roles　for　English　stUdy．　Formal　study　is　necessary
tO　bUld叩basic　English　skills　and　knowlegdes．　Those…ire　also　necessary　tO　find　Job　because　if
peqple　do　not　have　basic　English　skills｛and　knowlegdes，　they　would　not　be　able　to　getIany　Job．
Besides，　sometimes　co皿ea即es鵬町ca㎜l　s取le　En帥sh㎝d　som血es　they膿㎞d　of
swearwords，　so，1　thnk　it，s　not　so　good　way　to　study　Engksh　fr（）m　working　earlier　than　fom）al
study．　Therefore，1曲ik　WodlCing　can　play　just　practical　roles・
How　do　you　think　my　answers？If　it，s　difficult　to　understand　feel丘ee　to　contact　with　me
amytme・
Thanks
Best　regards
Ryosuke
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